We present a crowdsourcing workflow to collect image annotations for visually similar synthetic categories without requiring experts. In animals, there is a direct link between taxonomy and visual similarity: e.g. a collie (type of dog) looks more similar to other collies (e.g. smooth collie) than a greyhound
INTRODUCTION
To automatically detect cancer, an image recognition system has to be able to distinguish between cancerous and noncancerous cells which look almost identical. This system needs to perform what is called fine-grained image classification: distinguishing between highly similar objects [9, 13, 1, 2, 19] . Recently, deep learning based classification models have been shown to distinguish between similar categories of objects (e.g. birds) with greater than 92% accuracy if trained with enough labeled data [10] . Thus, the first step in creating any such image classification system is gathering sufficient annotated data where each image is labeled with the correct category.
Existing large scale visual datasets, such as ImageNet, were constructed using crowdsourcing to label the object instances in images [5] . These objects range from animals like cats or dogs to synthetic artifacts like airplanes and cars. A worker Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Here, a 2011 GMC Sierra-1500 extended cab sle (left) and a 2011 GMC Sierra-1500 extended cab work truck (right) look almost identical. However, the second car has a small opening on the metal bumper whereas the first one does not. Our fine-grained object grouping methodology correctly assigns these cars to different categories.
annotating images for this dataset only needs to be able to distinguish between very dissimilar categories, like cats and dogs or cars and airplanes. This allows any non-expert worker to label images in ImageNet with no prior training. On the other hand, a non-expert cannot accurately distinguish between fine-grained categories like cancerous and non-cancerous cells or 2011 GMC Sierra-1500 extended cab sle and 2011 GMC Sierra-1500 extended cab work truck (Figure 1 ). Thus, building fine-grained datasets is prohibitively expensive because hiring experts to annotate images costs a conservative average of 16 cents per annotation (assuming a wage of $10 per hour at an annotation speed of 1 image per minute). For instance, there are over 2, 500 visually distinct types of cars manufactured since 1990 alone [7] , and typical large scale image classification systems require over 1, 000 annotated training instances per category [16] . To build a comprehensive fine-grained car classification system, we would need to collect a dataset with over 2 million annotations, a process which would cost over $300, 000 using experts. Thus, inexpensively collecting large fine-grained datasets requires a methodology that is able to utilize non-expert workers.
In this paper, we present a crowdsourcing workflow to collect visual datasets of synthetic fine-grained categories without requiring experts. The first and most difficult step in our workflow consists of creating a class list, i.e. grouping visually indistinguishable objects into the same category. For a dataset of all cars manufactured since 1990, this step consists of examining 15, 213 different types of cars and grouping those that have the same appearance together. This step is especially difficult for fine-grained datasets where different categories look very similar. In our case, care must be taken to ensure that cars with slight visual distinctions (such as those in Figure 1 ) are not grouped into the same class. We introduce a graph based crowdsourcing algorithm to cluster visually indistinguishable categories of cars. First, we construct a tree using existing car Figure 2. Cars follow a taxonomic hierarchy which can be interpreted as a tree. At the root node is the make of the car, e.g. Honda vs BMW, followed by the model, body type (e.g. sedan, wagon, coupe, SUV), year and trim (e.g. LX, 330i). All nodes under one make tree (e.g. BMW) are visually different from all nodes under another make tree (e.g. Honda).
But nodes under the same tree can be visually the same or different. In this example, the two cars at the BMW leaf node have slight visual differences and are grouped into two different classes. Conversely, those under the Honda leaf node are grouped into the same class.
taxonomy where the leaves correspond to different categories. We then use binary tasks to iteratively merge pairs of leaves moving up the tree in a bottom-up-breadth-first search order. After iteratively merging car categories, we use connected component analysis [8] to arrive at our final groupings of cars.
Finally, we use our generated class list to collect images for all the car categories by querying craigslist.com and cars.comwebsites where people sell their cars along with images and detailed description of the car's make and model. For each type of car, we use text processing methods to parse cragislist.com and cars.com posts and find vehicles that match our query. We then download all images for that post and use an Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) verification task to filter out images that do not have cars. Each image contains one car and is annotated by its corresponding category from our constructed class list. Our result is a fine-grained car dataset with 2, 657 categories and 712, 430 images with a precision of 96.6%. It was labeled by over a thousand AMT workers and cost only $6, 000 instead of an estimated ∼ $119, 000 had we hired experts. We evaluate our visual taxonomy creation algorithm on a subset of the dataset consisting of all Honda Accord sedans manufactured since 1990, and show comparable accuracy with an expert.
RELATED WORK
A number of fine-grained datasets have been released for image classification. The most widely used one, CUB-200, consists of 200 species of birds with 30 images per category [20] . Recently, larger datasets of birds have been constructed by crowdsourcing the task to experts [14, 1] . To date, the largest fine-grained dataset of synthetic objects is CompCars consisting of 214, 345 images of 1, 687 car models [22] . However, its use in fine-grained image classification is limited because all cars for one model are grouped into the same category, in spite of their visual differences. For instance, a 2005 Toyota Corolla looks very different from a 2015 Toyota Corolla but is categorized into the same class in the CompCars dataset.
Our proposed workflow draws inspiration from prior work in decreasing image labeling cost through crowdsourcing while maintaining high annotation precision. Previous works have explored methods to speed up binary annotation tasks by minimizing penalties for worker errors [11] . Others have exploited relationships between categories for efficient multi-label annotations [6] . Methods to acquire expert level labels through crowdsourcing have also been extensively studied by investigating the use of multiple noisy workers to annotate data [21, 15] . In all these works, crowdsourcing has proved to be a reliable technique to obtain labels with expert level accuracy [17] .
Our work is also related to previous techniques in class list generation and categorization [4, 3] . These methods use crowdsourcing algorithms to generate taxonomies for textual data [4] , and a collaboration between humans and machine learning algorithms to cluster text [3] . Here, we want to group visually indistinguishable objects together regardless of their textual taxonomy. Thus, we cannot rely on textual data to create our class list of cars. Our task also differs from taxonomy creation in that category names are known beforehand. Thus, crowd workers only have to answer questions regarding objects' visual similarity. They are not required to create category names for objects. The objects we consider might also have very small visual distinctions making the categorization prone to errors by non-experts. Thus, we introduce a new crowdsourcing algorithm to create a visual taxonomy of synthetic fine grained categories.
APPROACH

Constructing the class list
While current fine-grained datasets [20] Cars follow a taxonomic hierarchy visualized in Figure 2 where the root node of each tree in the forest is the make of the car (e.g. Honda vs. BMW). We know all nodes in one tree to be visually different from all nodes in a different tree. Under the make node is the model (e.g. 3 Series, 5 Series etc. for BMW). Under the model is the body type (e.g. sedan, wagon etc.) and manufactured year and trim (e.g. 330i, 335d, etc.). As noted earlier, nodes under one body type can look the same or different. Each type of car can be visualized as a leaf node in this tree.
We group visually indistinguishable cars using a bottom-up clustering approach combined with a binary crowdsourcing task. Starting at the leaf nodes, we recursively query whether or not to combine pairs of child nodes, moving up the tree in a reverse breadth-first-search fashion. We represent each distinct car category as a node in a graph (V, E) with zero edges. In our implementation, we start with 15, 213 types of cars listed in edmunds.com corresponding to 15, 213 nodes in our graph. Each car category is accompanied by example images. To query whether two types of cars should be merged, we show example images and ask AMT workers if the two cars are the same. Each task has 6 such binary questions with 2 gold standards, inserted in random order for quality control. Every time a "yes" answer is returned from a task, we add an undirected edge between the two car nodes. Once all edges are queried, we use connected components [8] to form clusters of nodes resulting in our final set of categories. Figure 4 further describes the process with an example. We start with the graph in Figure 4A . where each node is a car with a specific make, model, year and trim (leaf nodes in the car taxonomy tree). We query whether trim 1 and trim 2 of the same make, model and year should be merged. If yes, we add an undirected edge between them ( Figure 4B ). We repeat this process comparing all trims within the same make, model and year adding edges as necessary. For quality control, we make use of the fact that all edges need to form cliques. That is, if car 1 and car 2 are determined to look the same, and car 2 and car 3 are also grouped together, then cars 1 and 3 should also be merged. We repeat the querying process for nodes that do not have this correct edge structure.
Once we cluster all trims of cars in the same year, we arrive at the graph structure in Figure 4B . We repeat this process, comparing trims with the same name across different years and adding edges where necessary ( Figure 4C ). The output of this step is a graph where each node consists of merged car categories and each edge connects cars whose appearance has not changed throughout the compared years. We use connected components to get our final list of category groupings ( Figure 4D ), where the number of connected components corresponds to the number of classes.
Although we used our methodology to collect annotated images for a car dataset, it is generalizable to other synthetic fine-grained domains with certain characteristics. Our workflow is effective because an exhaustive list of car classes is available to start the clustering process and there are image repositories (craigslist.com, cars.com) that can be queried with object names. Thus, our methodology is useful in other domains where such class lists and repositories are also available. These domains include most objects sold online like clothes (shoes, shirts, etc.), or other retail items such as those sold on Amazon (phones, etc.).
Large Scale Fine-Grained Dataset
To automatically obtain car images with fine-grained labels, we leverage e-commerce websites like craigslist.com and cars.com. The images on these websites are uploaded by people hoping to sell their cars. Thus, they are likely to be labeled with the car make, model, body type, year and trim information allowing us to obtain labels for free. For each of the 15, 213 types of cars in our dataset, we construct a query by concatenating the make, model, body type, year and trim of the car. We enter each query into cars.com and craigslist.com and use regular expressions to analyze all returned posts. Finally, we download images associated with posts whose titles contain all the words in our query. We cleanup our dataset by crowdsourcing binary tasks, filtering out images that do not contain cars and using our implementation of [15] for quality control. We gathered a total number of 712, 430 annotated images for a total cost of only $5, 000. Figure 5 shows example images highlighting our dataset's intraclass variability. All images have a single car that occupies most of the pixel space. In addition to variations in pose, lighting and resolution, some cars in the same class are occluded and others are deformed (due to accidents). They can also have open or closed doors, backs of trucks that are covered or uncovered, and additional ornaments.
EXPERIMENTS
We now estimate the accuracy of our constructed class list as well as the precision of our dataset. Then, we use it to train a fine-grained car classifier, publishing results that can serve as baselines for future researchers using our dataset.
To measure the accuracy of our constructed class list, we hired an expert to manually group all 92 types of Honda Accord sedans in our dataset into visually indistinguishable sets of cars. Then, for each type of car in this set, we measured the intersection between vehicles placed in the same group as the car by our algorithm and by the expert. We divide the intersection by the union of other vehicles grouped with the car by both methods.
Specifically, for each car type c, let S exp be the set of cars grouped into the same category as c by the expert, and S alg be the set of cars grouped with c by our method. We calculate
to measure our level of agreement with the expert in grouping each car. Averaging this number over the 92 selected cars gives us an estimate of 81.09% agreement with the expert across all categories in question.
To estimate the precision of our dataset, we look at 100 random images for 170 classes of cars, investigating a total of 17, 000 images. 96.6% of the investigated images were of cars belonging to the right category verifying that our dataset has a high precision. To put this number into context: CUB 2011 [20] , a standard fine-grained dataset today, has an accuracy of 96% and ImageNet's fine-grained categories have a higher annotation error [18] . An in-depth analysis by [18] shows that a 5% annotation error minimally affects fine-grained classification accuracy when the number of categories approaches 1000.
Finally, we trained a fine-grained car classification model following the method of [12] , and tested it on all 2, 657 classes in our dataset. We obtained an accuracy of 67.60% verifying that we have constructed a challenging fine-grained dataset with categories that are difficult to visually distinguish. The same method achieves a similar classification accuracy of 61.3% on CUBS 2011 [20] . This low baseline shows that our dataset will be useful in training and benchmarking algorithms that seek to improve fine-grained classification accuracy. Table 1 summarizes our results.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a workflow to construct a dataset of visually similar synthetic objects -in this case, cars -without using experts. We used our workflow to construct a large-scale fine-grained dataset consisting of 712, 430 images of 2, 657 car categories comprising all cars manufactured since 1990
Experiment Result Class list accuracy 81.09% Dataset precision 96.60% Fine-grained classification accuracy 67.60% Table 1 . Experimental results measuring the accuracy of our constructed class list, the precision of our dataset and fine-grained car classification accuracy of a model trained with, and tested on our dataset. and annotated at a fraction of the cost ($6, 000) of hiring experts. Central to our approach is a graph based crowdsourcing algorithm to group different types of cars into visually distinct categories. This is an important and often difficult step because taxonomic divisions do not correspond to visual similarity in synthetic objects. What types of differences count must also be predefined by creators of the dataset, and communicated to crowd workers. Workers are asked to compare cars with no differences of interest, or differences that are very subtle. Thus, errors are mostly in recall rather than precision: if the worker indicates a difference, there usually is one. However, workers can miss subtle differences and indicate that 2 objects are visually the same. We suggest future work investigating the use of our workflow to gather a richer dataset. For instance, instead of only answering whether two types of cars are visually the same, workers can indicate differences by drawing boxes on car parts.
